Your contribution to the column “Voices from the Sylff Community”
As you can see from the top page of the Sylff website, “Voices from the Sylff Community”
is a space showcasing the activities and opinions of Sylff fellows and faculty members.
We have received contributions from fellows and faculty members all over the world on
topics ranging from volunteer activities after the Sichuan earthquake to energy-saving
projects in Tanzania.
We are looking forward to sharing YOUR voices with people around the world, including
global issues with local perspective, grassroots issues requiring global attention, and
your first-hand experience.
Specifications for the article are as follows:
1. 1,500 words at the maximum.
2. Photos in digital format are welcome.
3. Deadline for submission: Up to you! There are no fixed deadlines.
4. Please understand that your article will be edited (and shortened if the article far
exceeds 1,500 words) by our editor. We will then ask you to review the edited version
before uploading it onto the web.
5. Please note that the Foundation reserves the publishing rights to the article. We
may use the article on other media such as the Tokyo Foundation English website:
http://www.tokyofoundation.org/en. In addition, your article may be translated into
Japanese and put on our Japanese website as well: http://www.tkfd.or.jp/
6. Please note that the final decision concerning acceptance of the article and when to
upload it will be made by the Tokyo Foundation after consultation with the author.
You are expected to state your analyses, opinions, and perspectives concerning your
theme. Please note that your article is not likely to be accepted if it is only a
description. For reference, please see the articles by other fellows on the Sylff website:
http://www.Sylff.org/category/voices-from-Sylff-community/
If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact us at any time. We
are looking forward to hearing from you!
Scholarship Division
The Tokyo Foundation
https://www.Sylff.org/contact/
or send an e-mail to a program officer

